IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Unwrap and remove all parts from the box. Keep the box and packing material until the product is assembled. In case of return or exchange, failure to return product in similar condition as received could result in limited reimbursement. Please save sales receipt as proof of purchase for warranty purposes. Check to ensure you have all the parts below. If you discover any parts are missing, immediately call our toll-free service helpline at 1-800-428-8560 (Monday - Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. EST) or at info@midwesthomes4pets.com.

PARTS IDENTIFICATION

NOTE: Assembly will require a Flathead Screwdriver and Phillips Screwdriver.

A - Bottom Platform
B - Short Hardware Screw with Plastic Cap
C - Circular Cubby
D - Dual Thread Screw with Short & Long Threads
E - Long Sisal-Wrapped Tube
F - Puffball/Bell Attachments with 2 Screws
G - Long Hardware Screw with Washer
H - Sisal-Wrapped Tube
I - Dual Thread Screw with Even Threads
J - Middle Platform
K - Dual Thread Screw with Even Threads
L - Sisal-Wrapped Tube
M - Puffball/Bell Attachments with 2 Screws
N - Sisal-Wrapped Tube
O - Long Hardware Screw with Plastic Cap
P - Top Platform
Q - Dual Thread Screw with Even Threads
R - Sisal-Wrapped Tube
S - Dual Thread Screw with Short & Long Threads
T - Circular Bolstered Perch
U - Allen Wrench
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Attach the Circular Cubby (C) to the Bottom Platform (A) using the Short Hardware Screw with Plastic Cap (B). Use the Allen Wrench (U) to tighten. NOTE: Attach to the hole closest to the center of the Bottom Platform.

2. Insert the LONG threads of the Dual Threaded Screw (D) into the Long Sisal-Wrapped Tube (E). Use a Flathead Screwdriver to tighten. Then, screw the Long Sisal-Wrapped Tube into the Bottom Platform. NOTE: The SHORT threads go down into the Platform.

3. Attach the Sisal-Wrapped Tube (H) to the Circular Cubby using the Long Hardware Screw with Washer (G). The washer should be placed on the screw before inserting the screw up through the top of the Cubby. Use the Allen Wrench (U) to tighten.

4. Insert the threads of the Dual Threaded Screws with Even Threads (I and K) into the Sisal-Wrapped Tubes (E and H) until the threads disappear. Do NOT tighten all the way.
5. Place the Middle Platform (J) over the Dual-Threaded screws as illustrated. The middle and bottom platforms should be aligned.

6. Screw the two Sisal Wrapped Tubes (L and N) onto the Dual Threaded screws. You may need to loosen the screws so they catch the threading inside the Tubes. Turn the Tubes clockwise until they fully tighten.

7. Insert the thread of the Dual Threaded Screw with Even Threads (Q) into the Sisal-Wrapped Tube on the right, as illustrated, until the lower threads disappear. Do NOT tighten.
8. Place the Top Platform (P) over the Dual Threaded Screw so it rests on the two Sisal Wrapped Tubes below.

9. Use the Long Hardware Screw with Plastic Cap (O) to secure the left side of the Top Platform to the Sisal-Wrapped Tube. Use the Allen Wrench (U) to tighten.

10. Insert the SHORT threads of the Dual Threaded Screw (S) into the bottom of the Circular Bolstered Perch (T). Then, screw the Sisal-Wrapped Tube (R) on to the Circular Bolstered Perch. The LONG threads will go down into the tube.

11. Attach the Tube with Perch onto the Dual Threaded Screw on the right of the Top Platform. Turn clockwise until fully tightened.
12. Using a Phillips Screwdriver attach the Puffball/Bell Attachments to the Sisal-Wrapped Tubes as shown.